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“We don’t steal for the money darling, we steal for the fun.” 

         

 - Charles Swinbourne 
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Charles Swinbourne, Cat-Burglar (retired). 

 

Three in the morning in a luxurious Mayfair penthouse; CHARLES SWINBOURNE (50’s), aristocrat, bon 

vivant, sportsman, raconteur and for twenty years London’s most notorious high-society cat-burglar 

is once again maudlin drunk. Looking out over the rooftops that he once flitted across is bloody 

depressing as age and circumstance now deny Charles the excitement and thrill of his former calling. 

Add to that, his discovery ten years ago as a burglar have made him a social outcast. He drains his glass 

of eighteen year single malt and hurls the exquisite crystal tumbler at the floor-length window, and 

misses.  

 

Charles is bored. 

 

“Bollocks to the lot of you,” he offers and promptly passes out. 

 

Charles dreams of his former life of fast cars, beautiful men and women, high stakes robberies and 

shady characters.  The excitement and drama of his debonair lifestyle made him an irresistible 

character more truly alive than anyone has any right to be. Laughing in the face of the police and 

dazzling London society with his daring and flair, Charles was a legend. Then, a decade ago, he was 

exposed, forced into retirement and ostracised by society. Since then Charles’s life has been… dull. 

 

A slight sound in the Penthouse and, drawing on senses honed by years of evading capture, Charles is 

suddenly awake, but, unfortunately, still drunk. No matter how acute his senses are the eighteen year 

old single malt is definitely making its presence felt as he slithers into a puddle on the floor. From his 

ground level vantage point Charles watches with astonishment and mounting excitement as a sleek 

black-masked figure drops silently through a skylight and into the room.  

 

“Some cheeky devil is burgling me!? How absolutely, gloriously wonderfully delicious,” Charles thinks 

to himself. 

 

Suddenly, his heart is pounding, his breathing coming in ragged gulps and his entire body tingles with 

that familiar old electric excitement; suddenly, Charles feels alive. The single malt is long gone, 

overridden by a burst of adrenaline so powerful it makes him wince. He slides across the floor and into 

a shadow as the black-clad figure of the burglar slowly circles the room, casing it and searching for 

something.  
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Charles, his breathing catching in his throat, stalks the burglar as the black-clad figure slips from 

shadow to shadow. The black-clad figure spots a rather vulgar oil painting of a safe hanging in an 

alcove, crosses to it and flips it up revealing an actual safe hidden behind it. The Burglar stifles a laugh 

at the audacity of hiding a safe behind a painting of a safe, before quickly attaching a small electronic 

device. Charles watches fascinated as the burglar opens the safe in what seems like a heartbeat. The 

burglar’s eyes go wide with surprise as the thief gazes straight into the barrel of a gun that points back 

from inside the safe!  

 

“SHIT!” the burglar breathes.  

 

BANG! 

 

The gun FIRES and the black-clad figure drops back covered in some sort of thick, sticky fluid. The 

burglar coughs and splutters as a series of concealed heavy duty PARTY POPPERS explode into the 

room covering the flailing figure in confetti, streamers and glitter. Cliff Richards’ cheese-fest 

CONGRATULATIONS blares from hidden speakers all around the room as a DISCO BALL drops from the 

ceiling and beams scattered light everywhere. Charles hurls himself into the disorientated black-clad 

figure and they fall to the floor, struggling amidst the light, sound and deafening warbling of Sir Cliff. 

 

Charles gains the upper hand and in one move rips the mask from the black clad figure revealing the 

face of a tough-looking, young black woman.  

 

“Good lord … ” 

 

A swift knee in the gentleman’s area from the stunning young woman drops Charles like a stone. 

Through gritted teeth and tear streaked eyes he watches helpless as the young burglar pulls herself 

up through the skylight, and is gone. As he lays on his back with Sir Cliff booming, the disco ball 

scattering light across him and the rising sound of the police approaching, Charles’s face is split by an 

immense grin.  

 

“My god,” he breathes, “that was the most glorious fun!” 
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F is for fake. 

 

VICTORIA ‘TORI’ McKENNA grew up poor, but didn’t know it until her Mum got a cleaning job across 

the river and took Tori from her home on the Winstanley Estate in Battersea over to Chelsea. Less than 

a mile physically, but a million miles socially the difference between the two worlds dazzled her; cars 

that shined like jewels, elegant women on ridiculous heels, draped in gorgeous clothes, men with 

chiselled looks and floppy hair – well, maybe the floppy hair was shite, but the chiselled looks were 

pretty good – and the houses! Palaces that made Tori’s poky concrete council flat where the walls 

sweated in the summer and the windows leaked in the winter, look like a particularly cheap garage.  

 

And then she met her Mum’s employer; an over privileged heiress whose face moved in weird ways 

due to too much Botox who carried the world’s most irritating dog around in her handbag. A yapping, 

snapping spoilt creature whose collar was studded with enough diamonds to lay down a deposit on a 

flat. The heiress seemed physically unable to actually see Tori or her Mum and seemed to regard them 

as little more than Hoover attachments with opposable thumbs. Tori was given a mop and pointed to 

a spot in the hall and told to work quickly, but carefully. Mum smiled while the heiress shrieked and 

yelled, and fell over herself when she got her ‘medication’ confused. Then, after months of having her 

face rubbed in her poverty, the dog had taken a triumphant piss on the rug Tori had spent a sweaty 

morning cleaning, and Tori snapped. She chased it round the house and finally cornered it in the 

luxurious silk-lined cubby-hole laughably called a Kennel, and discovered the little shit had five 

different jewelled collars! 

 

So, thinking of the difference just one would make, she stole one and no-one even noticed.  

 

Ten years later and Tori has turned that moment of madness into a career as a cat-burglars, but a cat-

burglar with a code; Tori only robs from the rich and gives the money she makes to the poor. The poor 

being herself, her Mum, the OAP dinner club her Mum goes to every day and the Youth club run by 

the local Church.  It keeps her sane and at having a code makes her feel less like a thief and more like 

a social crusader, out there re-distributing wealth from the richest to the poorest in the most direct 

way imaginable. Plus, pulling a job on the over-privileged rich bastards over the river is her way of 

giving the finger to the lot of ‘em.  

And it feels good. 
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Her fence, manager and occasional ‘friend with benefits, is a DJ of minimal talent called RICH BASELINE 

who once had a dance-floor filler make the top ten in Estonia, but who now almost  makes a living 

playing shitty house music at private parties for the Chelsea smart set. He supplements his living by 

picking and financing jobs for Tori, and disposing of the swag. The arrangement isn’t great as Rich is a 

pretty useless fence, but he’s well-meaning and pretty good at spotting a sweet job although he does 

take forty percent of the profits, plus expenses. So, in an attempt to boost her earning potential, Tori 

made the mistake of pulling her own job and wound up dropping through Charles Swinbourne’s 

skylight, which is when things got very, very messy.   

 

Enter the thief taker. 

 

The alarm at Charles’s Mayfair penthouse automatically brings the police running. When they get 

there however they’re confronted not by a traumatised resident, but a charmingly drunk upper class 

twit apologising and claiming to have set the system off himself by accident. The officers attending are 

won over by the sozzled rake that greets them and Charles is pleased that his ‘drunk act’, which is only 

half act thanks to the single malt, still works after all these years. Unfortunately, his blood runs cold 

when the looming figure of his arch nemesis DCI CALUM URQUHART - the one man on whom his act 

has never worked – appears in his lounge.  

 

A big man in his late 50’s with a broken nose and a mouth like a docker, Urquhart has a fearsome 

reputation as a thief taker. In a career spanning thirty years there’s only one villain who ever evaded 

Urquhart - Charles Swinbourne. Urquhart came close, very close to nailing Charles, but just as he was 

about to spring the trap that would have been the crowning achievement of his career and brought 

Swinbourne to justice, someone tipped Charles off and he escaped. In the crossfire they were left with 

one dead criminal – an associate of Swinbourne’s – and a mass of paperwork and internal 

investigations into ‘procedural irregularities’ that almost cost him his job, and wrecked his reputation.    

 

Being pushed by the bigwigs to retire Urquhart refuses as his only thought is to bring Swinbourne 

down. And a chance to set foot in the home of his old nemesis following a suspected break in is too 

good to miss. On entering and finding Swinbourne engaged in his drunk act Urquhart immediately 

smells a rat. Swinbourne’s ‘upper class twit’ act could win an Oscar, but he’s seen it too often to be 

fooled. The only thing Urquhart doesn’t understand is why Charles – the most skilled cat-burglar 
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Europe has ever seen – would allow himself to be burgled, and let the thief escape.  The only answer 

is that he’s up to something and that means he’s back in the game. 

 

And that means he’s now fair game and it’s time to even the score.  “But,” muses Urquhart, “what’s 

the slippery old bastard up to?” 

 

Eliza Doolittle, thief.  

 

It takes Charles less than a day to track Tori down to the Winstanley Estate, break into her flat and 

confront her with a nice cup of tea. To her shock, he revels his past as London’s premier cat burglar 

and offers to train her to take his place. He tells her that the secret of his success was being able to 

move effortlessly amongst the upper class smart set as one of them. That freedom meant he was able 

to pick the best jobs, case his targets at his leisure and was beyond suspicion as no-one would believe 

one of their own was robbing them. 

 

“Class,” he tells her, “is the best defence and your problem is you don’t have any, but I can teach you 

everything you’ll ever need to know.” 

 

He asks if she’s ever seen Pygmalion. She hasn’t. He tries again with My Fair Lady, and again draws a 

blank. Finally, he tries her with Pretty Woman and Tori takes offence and tells him in no uncertain 

terms that she’s no prostitute.  

 

He corrects her by explaining his plan: he will train her to become the perfect lady in the Chelsea smart 

set and arrange her introduction into the highest of high society. He will teach her manners, 

deportment and etiquette, and also train her to be the best cat-burglar London has ever seen. He will 

be her manager, her mentor and her access into high society. Tori asks him what will happen if she 

refuses and he replies that he’ll be ‘forced’ to send the tape of her robbing his flat to the police 

together with her identity. Tori accuses him of blackmail and assumes that he’ll be taking all the profits 

for himself; Tori, it seems, will be taking all the risks while Charles gets to sit on his backside and get 

rich off her sweat! 

 

“Darling,” Charles tells her, “I’ve no interest in money and you can keep every penny. All I care about 

is casting the cat amongst the pigeons, metaphorically speaking.” 
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Charles tells an incredulous Tori that he will pick certain targets and plan jobs for her of remarkable 

daring and style aimed exclusively at the dirtiest, most despicable members of the establishment. The 

plan isn’t to make money – although she’s welcome to whatever little morsels she may find – but to 

create as much chaos and confusion amongst the high and mighty of the land as possible. Together 

they’ll expose the scandals, dark secrets and despicable hypocrisy that abound amongst the 

‘establishment’.  

 

“Jesus,” Tori exclaims, “what’s the point?” 

 

“Why, for the fun of it. For the kick and the simple joy of seeing the whole bloody lot of ‘em exposed 

for the fakes, thieves and swindlers they really are. We shall be agents of chaos. Tricksters abroad in 

the night dancing from one adventure to another with no higher calling than to rage against the dying 

of the light!” 

 

“You’re mad,” observes an incredulous Tori.  

 

Confronted by Charles’s insane scheme Tori knows she should just disappear; she should smile shake 

his hand and then hit the road as fast as she can and never look back. But deep down there’s something 

about his plan that strikes a chord with her. The bastards should be exposed. Someone should air all 

their dirty laundry and let the people know exactly what kind of wankers are in charge. Besides, if he 

could find her in less than a day where could she possibly hide?   

 

Re-booting a forgotten genre. 

 

HEIST SOCIETY is a re-imagining and updating of the classic British genre staple of the ‘Gentleman 

Thief’ for a modern audience who enjoy SHERLOCK and HUSTLE. Intended as a wicked satire of the 

modern British establishment, HEIST SOCIETY’S targets are the bankers, aristocrats and over-privileged 

trustafarians whose greed and irresponsibility have driven the UK into massive debt. However, the 

tone of the series is irreverent rather than hectoring, and most of all FUN!  

 

HEIST SOCIETY is about getting back at the bastards who’ve been getting away with it forever. 
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The focus of the series is the Pygmalion-like relationship between charming rake CHARLES 

SWINBOURNE; aged, elegant and intent on causing as much chaos for the establishment as possible 

and his reluctant Eliza, TORI McKENNA, cat-burglar and all-round street-wise urchin. Their nemesis is 

the formidable man mountain that is legendary Met ‘thief taker’, and show-tune fan, DCI CALUM 

URQUHART, who’ll stop at nothing to bring Swinbourne down.  

 

Each week our aged trickster and his agent of chaos target a new member of the High Society set 

whose closet bulges with skeletons. They will plan and execute a daring heist or con of some kind 

intended to expose the miscreant for what he or she truly is and thereby ‘even the score’ a little. 

Charles’s mission is not to make money, but, rather, to expose the scandals and wrongdoings of the 

over privileged and thereby bring them to account all in the most outrageous fashion possible.   

 

However, people are never as simple as they seem and Tori and Charles will find out that the skeletons 

in the closets of the rich and powerful only ever lead to more skeletons. The people who on the surface 

appear venal and corrupt are often simply struggling to cope with problems beyond their control, and 

Tori, who is inherently more moral than Charles, will struggle not to sympathise with the people she’s 

supposed to bring down. This will lead her into conflict with her mentor as she argues that, in many 

cases, they should be helping many of the people he’s intent on exposing.  

 

Regularly Tori will win this argument and the ‘mark’ that Charles has identified as someone beyond 

the pale, will turn out to be a scared, overwhelmed human being desperate for help with their 

problems, but with no-one to turn to. Tori and Charles, much to Charles’s irritation, will often become 

the mark’s ‘Guardian Angels’, but, as always happens, this will inevitably lead to even more 

complications as the problems of the rich and famous are as many and varied as those of the poor and 

needy. Ultimately, underneath the vanity and privilege people aren’t so very different, and this simple 

truth will be the secret that Tori will discover. It remains to be seen if Charles, despite his age and 

urbanity, is mature enough to realise this.  

 

However, it is true that some people they target, or are led to by those they help are truly despicable 

and then Tori and Charles will have no compunction in bringing them down. It’s just that it’s never 

quite as easy as it seems and life will continually throw up difficulties that the self-appointed ‘Agents 

of Chaos will struggle to overcome. These difficulties will be caused by Tori’s desire to do the right 
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thing, as often as they will be Charles’s impulse to do the wrong thing. Either way, Charles has a simple 

motto that neatly encompasses any problem they encounter;  

 

“As long as I’m having fun, darling, I’ve always been happy to swing whichever way the wind blows 

me.” 

 

Trapped by Charles into helping, Tori is initially intent on finding a way out of the situation, but as time 

passes she begins to find a new sense of purpose through her part in Charles’s irreverent crusade. 

Unfortunately, the establishment aren’t about to let these lunatics get away with it and will do their 

best to catch the tricksters, and eliminate them. Aside from Urquhart’s dogged pursuit the rich and 

powerful have access to a veritable army of freelance security professionals, government agents and 

shadowy ‘specialists’ who make their living making problems disappear.  

 

But, as Charles would say,  

 

“risk and the threat of death just makes everything that much more exciting, don’t you find?” 

 

Where do the stories come from? 

 

Who hasn’t heard a salacious, criminal or just downright bizarre rumour about one of the members of 

European high society? The society pages of every magazine, newspaper and website are full of city 

rich kids, landed gentry, Russian oligarchs, Saudi princesses and minor royalty living a seemingly 

indulgent and consequence free lifestyle. Heist Society lifts the lid on the stylish façade and rule of 

silence by fictionalising the hushed up scandals, rumours and illegality that has raged across Europe in 

secret for hundreds of years.  

 

Through the gossip columns HEIST SOCIETY has access to an endless supply of exciting, jaw dropping 

and glamorous stories ripe for dramatisation. For example, only recently a minor Saudi Prince was 

filmed by a hotel security camera apparently murdering his assistant. A minor European royal and 

Vogue Editor caused outrage by tweeting a picture of a homeless person reading Vogue. A UK 

footballer for a club in one of the most deprived parts of the UK, whose less than stellar career doesn’t 

remotely justify his stellar salary, was pictured flaunting his new supercar. Or how about the gay 
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superstar fashion designers who regard test tube babies as ‘synthetic’ and are quite happy to say so 

loud and clear? 

 

If the above are examples of what these people will happily say in public, we can only imagine what 

goes on behind the closed doors of their multi-million pound mansions. And, of course, behind all the 

privilege and glamour we will find heart-breaking, hilarious and deeply moving stories that re-affirm 

the commonality of human experience.   

 

We might, for example, discover that the Saudi Prince has been framed or that the assistant deserved 

his fate. Or that the minor European royal is passionately in love with someone her family believe is 

can never accept and, as a result, are threatening the lover? Or perhaps the footballer is secretly gay 

and being blackmailed, which has affected his performance on the pitch. It could even be the case that 

the fashion designers have been mis-quoted and are, in fact, desperate to have children?   

 

These are Charles and Tori’s targets; the kind of people whose wealth, power and connections make 

them virtually untouchable, and who appear to deserve to be brought down a peg or two. But as the 

‘Agents of Chaos’ look more closely they will discover that there’s always more to the image than 

meets the eye and, sometimes, those with the best public face are the ones that need the most help 

in private. 

 

What happens each week? 

 

Each week a new target is identified by Charles from amongst the ranks of the rich and powerful. It 

may be that the target is engaged in some kind of dreadful illegal act such as the owner of a chain of 

environmentally sound clothing stores secretly exploiting sweatshop worker in Bangladesh, whilst 

noisily campaigning about worker’s rights and Roger and Tori decide to expose them.  Working 

together Charles and Tori will plan a daring ‘heist’ of some kind that will give them the evidence they 

need to expose the target’s wrong doings.  

 

It will often be the case that in the course of meticulously planning the heist Tori uncovers further 

layers to the target that changes her view on them. For example, perhaps the target is actually being 

blackmailed by an unscrupulous ‘Fake Sheikh’ like reporter into entrapping the rich and famous to 
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generate salacious news stories. The heist would then grow in scope as Tori would insist they also take 

down the Fake Sheikh. 

  

Charles would veto this as, in his mind, the Fake Sheikh would be more like a kindred spirit similarly 

engaged in exposing the great and good. Tori’s outraged response to being lumped in with odious 

people like the Fake Sheikh would no doubt cause her to ignore Charles and plan a parallel heist 

designed to bring down the Fake Sheikh as well.  Of course, the more complex the heist the more likely 

it is to go wrong, but watching how Charles and Tori get themselves out of such a mess is just part of 

the fun.  

 

All the while Urquhart will dog their every step trying to catch them in the act, whilst coming under 

fire from his superiors for his obsessive focus on the two agents of chaos. Other dangers will surface 

as Charles and Tori will inevitably anger some very dangerous people. Hitmen and other deadly 

characters will crawl out of the woodwork, each needing to be dealt with as quickly as possible. Each 

and every step along the way will be reported by Tori through social media as a way of building a mass 

following for their crusade. Over time their efforts slowly begin to turn them into bonefide folk heroes. 

 

Who is it for? 

 

When SHERLOCK re-booted a classic British literary archetype – the consulting detective – for a 

modern generation it struck a chord with audiences around the world. The ‘gentleman thief’ in the 

form of AJ RAFFLES was originally created as a literary response to Sherlock Holmes and has proved 

an equally popular, and enduring, archetype.  Central to Raffles was his reluctant partner Bunny, and 

Tori is Charles’s Bunny, but their relationship is one in which he trains the roughest of diamonds and 

turns her into a shining example of elegance, fit to walk the hallowed halls of high society. This 

Pygmalion relationship adds an aspirational element to the series and will allow for a great deal of 

‘fish-out-of-water’ humour as Tori struggles to maintain the facade of being an elegant lady when her 

every instinct screams at her to get ‘street’ whenever things get tricky.   

 

However, the ‘gentleman thief’ hasn’t been seen on TV screens for many years and HEIST SOCIETY is 

a re-imagining of that enduring archetype for the young, modern audience brought up on heist movies 

and anti-heroes. Charles and Tori aren’t out to catch dastardly jewel thieves and blackmailers they are 

the thieves and blackmailers, and their irreverent mission is to cause as much chaos, disorder and 
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embarrassment for the fat cats that make up the British establishment as is humanly possible. They’re 

out to bring those beyond the law to account.  

 

And who’s Charles’s prime target for Season 1?  

 

Why, a slimy tycoon known as the ‘King of The High Street’ who’s recently gotten away with raiding 

his former company’s pension plan, contributing to its collapse and putting thousands out of work, 

whilst lining his own pockets nicely. But it’s going to take some serious training until Tori’s ready to 

bring down the ‘King of the High Street.’  

 

So, they’re going to start relatively small and build up to him.   

 

It’ll be fun! 

   


